
 

 

 
 

 

      GIBSON DUNN | Diversity 

  

DENVER OVERVIEW 
 

DIVERSITY COMMITTEE 
 

The Denver office has an active diversity committee that is open to all attorneys. The Committee serves an 

important resource for our lawyers by providing diverse and non-diverse individuals alike a forum for 

addressing a wide range of issues involving diversity and work-life balance at Gibson Dunn. The 

Committee’s mission is to encourage, organize, fund, support and promote programs, events and initiatives 

that increase and enhance the diversity and inclusiveness of Gibson Dunn’s Denver office. Under Litigation 

partner Jessica Brown’s leadership, the Committee typically bimonthly and the meetings are widely attended 

by attorneys in the office.   

 

AFFINITY GROUPS 
 

Although our local diversity committees are open to all attorneys, the Denver office recognizes that various 

constituents may have the desire and need to convene to connect and build a community. Thus the local 

diversity committees are actively encouraged to support the affinity groups. Currently the majority of our 

affinity groups are LGBT and minority associations in addition to our parent resource groups. Gibson Dunn 

hosts regular gatherings for our various affinity groups that support our ethnically diverse and LGBT lawyers. 

In addition to formal events, affinity group activities include social gatherings, attendance at networking 

events and conferences and engagement in community organizations.  

 

DIVERSITY LEADERSHIP 
 

Diversity Chairs  

Partner: Jessica Brown | JBrown@gibsondunn.com | 303.298.5944  

Of Counsel: Laura Sturges | LSturges@gibsondunn.com  | 303.298.5929  

 

Gender Subcommittee  

Of Counsel:  Laura Sturges | LSturges@gibsondunn.com  | 303.298.5929  

 

Multicultural Subcommittee  

Associate:  Yamini Grema | YGrema@gibsondunn.com  | 303.298.5702  

 

Parenting Resource Group  

Associates: Brandon Berns | BBerns@gibsondunn.com | 303.298.5714  

  John Dwyer | JDwyer@gibsondunn.com | 303.298.5710   

  Jordan Jacobsen | JJacobsen@gibsondunn.com | 303.298.5957  

  Timothy Zimmerman | TZimmerman@gibsondunn.com | 303.298.5721  

 

WOMEN OF GIBSON DUNN | DENVER PROGRAMMING 
 Bi-monthly Diversity Committee Meetings 

 Bi-monthly Parenting Group Meetings 

 Monthly All Women Attorney Lunches 
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